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Topics 

• Broadband Availability and MassBroadband 123 maps 
• Create and document tools made from Python scripts 
• Script examples 

– error handling 
– tool parameters 
– check if path exists 
– where clause 
– calendar object  
– ArcToolbox: Conversion and Data Management 
– turn fields on and off in tables views 

• Online build phase map 
 

 
 2 massbroadband.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I would like to show you  what I do at the MBI, share some good practices when creating scripts, give you Python script examples and show you some cool useful outputs that can be made using Python.



Broadband Availability Map 
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http://mapping.massbroadband.org   

massbroadband.org 

Also incorporated at www.broadbandmap.gov  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have an online interactive map of broadband availability. You can turn layers of broadband technology type on and off.  This map is available at the MBI website.  It is also incorporated into the national broadband availability map.

http://mapping.massbroadband.org/
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/


Cable Availability Map 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here is a close-up of the map with only cable availability layer turned on.



MassBroadband 123 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MBI got a federal grant that we are using to design and build a 1,300 mile fiber optic network in western and north central Mass to extend high speed internet to all homes and businesses throughout the Commonwealth.  The main assets in the project are Fiber, Points Of Interconnection (POIs) – buildings with special equipment in them, Telephone Poles along the fiber routes and Community Anchor Institutions (CAIs) that will be connected to the fiber network by June 30th, 2013.  I am responsible for maintaining the MassBroadband 123 file geodatabase that contains information about these assets.  On this map, the red represents the unserved and underserved towns.



Create And Document Tools 
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1. Create script 
• Python IDLE 
• use TEMPLATE.py 

2. Add scripts to ArcToolboxes 
• add to tool or toolbox 

3. Add description to tools 
• edit metadata 

– keywords 
– summary 
– parameter description 

 

massbroadband.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When I first started working for the MBI, my boss Cynthia Gaines told me that she wanted to maximize task automation using Python.  That is just what I wanted to hear!  So today I’d like to introduce you to my good friend Python.  Python is a scripting language embraced by Esri since ArcGIS 9.  It does not create anything new.  It simply uses the available ArcObjects library.  Be not afraid of Python.  It will not take our jobs away from us. We can automate mundane, boring tasks and spend more time doing something fun like actual analysis that is often in job description.  Python Interactive DeveLopment Environment (IDLE) is automatically installed with ArcGIS package.  At MBI we keep a list of scripts we need to work on. We have a folder for scripts in development and a TEMPLATE.py that has a uniform information section at the beginning of the script (such as name and version of the script, description of the script, what it does, date, name of the developer, etc.), all the commonly used modules, such arcpy, os, datetime, sys and traceback. When my script is ready, I move it to the appropriate project folder and add it to a custom ArcToolbox: right-click  Add Script… To add documentation, navigate to the new tool and edit the Description.  You can add general description to the tool and a description to each parameter, just like in the standard ArcToolbox tools.



Error Handling 

• processes inside try 
• error message 

formatting inside 
except 
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msgs = 'GP ERRORS:\n' + arcpy.GetMessages(2) 

arcpy.GetMessages(2) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide, as well as other slides with script examples, you will see the actual code at the bottom as it appears in Python IDLE.  You might not even see it very well on some of the slides but what we want to focus on is the bubbles.  The white bubbles have specific examples and the orange bubbles have a general form of the script.  Your template.py should contain error trapping code blocks.  All the processes should be inside a try statement, and the error message formatting should be inside an except statement. This is an example of code from our template. arcpy.GetMessages() method pulls messages from a list of all arcpy process messages, not only error messages:0 = info1 = warning2 = error



Delete Files And Feature Classes 
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arcpy.Delete_management(data_element) 

arcpy.Delete_management(CWR3LogTbl) 

massbroadband.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Delete is the first tool I used in a Python script, so I wanted to share that with you. Simple but powerful. You can delete all feature classes or shapefiles in a workspace that contain a key word. Python accesses the generic ArcGIS tools from the ArcToolbox. This is how to read this line: Delete is a tool in the Data Management toolboxIn this example, tables in a work file gdb are deleted.



Check If Path Exists 
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• Path supported by 
ArcGIS: 
 arcpy.Exists("") 
 

• Path not supported 
by ArcGIS: 
 os.path.exists("") 

if arcpy.Exists(dataset): 

        # do something 

if arcpy.Exists(FC): 
   arcpy.Delete_management(FC) 

massbroadband.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check if path exists is a useful method if we are recreating a dataset, so we would put the check in an ‘if’ statement and inside it, delete the feature class. Now we are home-free and can recreate the feature class. 



Tool Parameters 
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Param = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(0) 

dateChangeParam = arcpy.GetParameterAsText(3) 

massbroadband.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To make your tool user-friendly, interactive, we let users enter parameters. Parameters are usually defined at the beginning of a script. Python reads parameters into a list, so we need to specify the position the parameter will take in the list.



Tool Parameters 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we create a tool from the script, we need to enter parameters as they are in the list, 0, 1, 2, etc.  So here, the first parameter is 0, the next one is 1 and so on.



Extract Data For Cost Analysis 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A very useful tool I’ve created recently extracts data that our project manager needs for cost analysis.  The purpose of the script is to extract only changes that have been made to the Fiber lines and CAIs.  And you know how some managers are.  They just love to break stuff.  I had to make the script extra-error proof because he kept breaking the tool at first because he was not following the instructions in the help pane.  Now he can run the too by himself from ArcCatalog and it does not break!  The inputs are simple and error-proof.  The date parameter can be almost in any format, and if the tool does not recognize the date or the date does not exit, such as June 31, everything gets erased and the user has to enter it again.  And this is a snip of the tool.  As you can see, it appears no different than a standard ArcTool.



Export Feature Classes 
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arcpy.FeatureClassToFeatureClass_conversion
(FC, out_path, out_name) 

arcpy.FeatureClassToFeatureClass_conversion
(MB123NetworkDSParam + '\\CAI', 
workGDBParam, CWR3CAIFC) 

massbroadband.org 

Extract Data For Cost Analysis Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this script, the log table and Fiber and CAI feature classes get exported to the workspace with shortened names, L, F and C, so that when joins are done later, the prefix in the fields of the resulting table is short.  This could be avoided by field mapping.



Where Clause 

• String variable 
• Field name needs to be surrounded by quotes 
• Used in 

• arcpy.SelectLayerByAttribute_management() 
• arcpy.MakeTableView_management() 
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whereClause = ' "fieldName" >= ' + variable 

whereClause = ' "DateChange" >= ' + dateChange 

massbroadband.org 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the key components of the script is the date parameter.  The script will extract changes that have been made in a given time period, starting with the date put in by the user and ending with today’s date.  There are three datasets that participate in this process: log table where every change is recorded, Fiber feature class and CAI feature class.  To filter the dates, a new tableview is created from the log table using this where clause (definition query).  Where clauses can be tricky.  You have to make sure that you have the right quotes around the right things.  



Where Clause 
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where_clause = "IncInBuild <> 'N' and IncInBuild <> 'W'" 

dateChange = 'date \'' + year + '-' + month + '-' + day + '\'' 
whereClause = ' "DateChange" >= ' + dateChange 

massbroadband.org 

Extract Data For Cost Analysis Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that is why I wanted to show you a couple of examples. The query should look just like it does in the Definition Query tab, plus quotes around the entire query because the query is a string in the arguments of a tool.  If you are working with a table, you need double quotes around the field name. No quotes around field names when working with a feature class.



Turn Fields On And Off 
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fieldinfo.addField (field_name, new_field_name, 
visible, split_rule) 

fieldinfo.addField(field.name, field.name, 'HIDDEN', '') 

massbroadband.org 

Extract Data For Cost Analysis Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fields in a table view a layer can turned on and off using the arcpy.FieldInfo() control. You can iterate through all the fields in the table using a for loop, make then hidden or visible, and then pass the field info as an argument to a tool, such as arcpy.MakeTableView_management()# script examplefields= arcpy.ListFields(changeLogTblParam) # Get the fields from the input    fieldinfo = arcpy.FieldInfo() # Create a fieldinfo object    # These are the fields that are needed for the export:    # DateChange, Requestor, Action, ID, Comments        for field in fields: # Iterate through the fields and set them to fieldinfo        if field.name == 'DateReques':            fieldinfo.addField(field.name, field.name, 'HIDDEN', '')                    elif field.name == 'DateChange':            fieldinfo.addField(field.name, field.name, 'VISIBLE', '')
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Join Tables And Feature Classes 

arcpy.AddJoin_management(in_layer_or_view, 
in_field, join_table, join_field, {join_type}) 

arcpy.AddJoin_management(CWR3LogTblView, 
"ID",workGDBParam + "\\" + CWR3CAITbl, 
"CAI_ID",'KEEP_COMMON') 

massbroadband.org 

Extract Data For Cost Analysis Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another important part of the script is the join of the log table to the Fiber feature class and then to the CAI feature class.  In a case, the log table with the ID field gets joined to the CAI table with the CAI_ID field, and only common records are kept in the resulting table, so this is an inner join.



Add Fields To Feature Classes 
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arcpy.AddField_management(table, field_name, 
{field_type}) 

arcpy.AddField_management(workGDBParam + "\\" + 
CWR3LogTblJoinFiber, "Cost", "DOUBLE") 

massbroadband.org 

Extract Data For Cost Analysis Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the same script that prepares data for Cornell Robinson III’s cost analysis, I used the Add Field tool to add the fields that he will populate later. These get added to the end of the resulting table.



Export file gdb tables to DBF 
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arcpy.CopyRows_management(in_rows, out_table) 

arcpy.CopyRows_management(table, file.dbf) 

massbroadband.org 

Extract Data For Cost Analysis Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last step is to export the resulting joined table to a DBF file. So copy rows tool from Data Management in the ArcToolbox is used to accomplish this.



Data Archiving Tool 

• Set up archive file gdb ahead of time 
• Set today’s date 
• Add today’s date to the output feature class when using 

Feature Class to Feature Class conversion tool 

20 massbroadband.org 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MassBroadband 123 data gets periodically published on our website.  In order to keep all our public data consistent throughout all the outputs, we create an archived set of the data and then link all the public maps to that archived data.  Python can retrieve today’s date using the datetime module, so it need to be imported at the beginning of your script, where you import all the other modules, such as arcpy, os, sys, etc.



Update Maps Tool 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a snapshot of the Multi-map update tool that we have created.  I think everyone in our GIS team has made changes to this script.  It takes in an SQL query as a parameter.  The query is used to filter a table of map directories and names to only update the maps that have a ‘Y’ for ‘yes’ in the UPDATE_ field.



Replace Data Source 
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CAILayer.replaceDataSource(archiveGDBParam, 
"FILEGDB_WORKSPACE", 'CAI_' + 
now.strftime('%Y%m%d')) 

layer_name.replaceDataSource(gdb, 
"FILEGDB_WORKSPACE", new source feature class) 

Update Maps Script  

massbroadband.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tool goes through all the layers in each map in the list and updates sources of the key layers, such as CAIs, POIs, Fiber, and 3rd party fiber.  The replace data source tool from ArcToolbox is used to do that.



Update Map Elements 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then it updates the date element on each map’s layout.  The elements on a map’s layout can be manipulated by Python if they have a name.  In this example, the element’s name is MapDate.



Change Date On Map 
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mapDate = arcpy.mapping.ListLayoutElements(mxd, 
"TEXT_ELEMENT", "MapDate")[0] 

mapDate = 
arcpy.mapping.ListLayoutElements(map_document, 
{element_type}, {wildcard})[0] 

Update Maps Script  

massbroadband.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then Python can call on them using those names.  The MapDate text element in each map is called and then the text in it is changed to the new date.# Map udpate script excerptmapDate = arcpy.mapping.ListLayoutElements(mxd, "TEXT_ELEMENT", "MapDate")[0]            if monthParam == '':                newMapDate = 'Map Date: ' + now.strftime('%d') + ' ' + now.strftime('%B') + ' ' + now.strftime('%Y')            else:                newMapDate = 'Map Date: ' + dayParam + ' ' + str(calendar.month_name[int(monthParam)]) + ' ' + yearParam            mapDate.text = newMapDate                 print 'map date changed'            arcpy.AddMessage('map date changed')



calendar Object 

Update Maps Script  
• methods 
      - month_name[] 
•       - day_name[] 
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str(calendar.month_name[int(monthParam)]) 

calendar.month_name[int(variable)] 

massbroadband.org 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The calendar object is used to convert a month number to a month name, so that it can be used in the date text element on the layouts of all the updated maps.Try this in the IDLE shell:�>>> import calendar>>> calendar.day_name[0]'Monday'



Multi-Map Export Tool 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The multi-map export script exports those updated maps to user-specified formats, usually both JPEGs for PowerPoint presentations and PDFs for sharing.  User gets to choose the resolution as well.



Online Build Phase Map 
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www.massbroadband.org  

massbroadband.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The construction of MassBroadband 123 network is split into 7 build phases.  Recently we have added a build phase map with project progress tracker. (http://www.massbroadband.org/Network/MBIprogresstracker.html).

http://www.massbroadband.org/


Online Build Phase Map 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And here is a close-up on the phases map with build phase 1 selected.



Build Phase Tracker 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The tracker is a JavaScript file with numbers of CAIs and Poles and miles of Fiber in each build phase. The only things that need to be changed on a bi-weekly basis are the numbers in the file. In order to get the numbers into the file, I have created a Python script that runs selections, spatial joins and statistics on each feature class. 



Progress Statistics Tool 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a snapshot of the progress statistics tool. The tool takes parameters from the user. The user can specify which features classes need to be included in the statistics. For this exercise, we need all of them included. The template JavaScript file is that same AppGeo file with placeholders for number values that this tool will replace with new numbers.



Statistics Analysis 
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arcpy.Statistics_analysis(asset,buildPhaseSJ + 
"_stats",[[assetPrimaryKey,"COUNT"]], BuildPhaseField) 

arcpy.Statistics_analysis(input_data,output_table,
[[field,"COUNT"]], case_field) 

massbroadband.org 

Online Build Phase Tracker Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, the script summarizes the fiber, CAIs and poles data by phase using the Summary Statistics tool from the Analysis toolbox.



Statistics Analysis Output 
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Online Build Phase Tracker Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what the summary table looks like with total miles of fiber in each phase.



SearchCursor Method 
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rows = arcpy.SearchCursor(buildPhaseSJ + "_stats") 

rows = arcpy.SearchCursor(table_name) 

massbroadband.org 

Online Build Phase Tracker Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then I used the SeachCursor method to read the summary table.  The SearchCursor sees a table just like we see it with rows and values in each field.



getValue of Row 
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for row in rows: 

      if row.getValue(myField.name) == "Build Phase 1": 

            bp1 = row.getValue(statsField.name) 

row.getValue(field.name) 

massbroadband.org 

Online Build Phase Tracker Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then values are extracted from the summary field for each phase. 



Replace Text in File 
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fileread = open(JSFileTEMPLATE, 'r') 

filetext = fileread.read() 

filetext = filetext.replace("BP1CCT",str(bp5)) 

text.replace(placeholder,new_number) 

massbroadband.org 

Online Build Phase Tracker Script 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then the JavaScript file gets the new values in place of the placeholders. Here’s how the placeholder replacement is done:Open the template file for readingCopy the contents of the file into a variableReplace the placeholders with new numbers



Review 

• Met Python 
• Learned how to create and document tools 

from Python scripts 
• Saw Python script examples, such as defining 

variables and parameters, handling errors, 
exporting datasets, adding fields, getting field 
values, summamrizing data and using extra 
modules such as calendar and os 

• Saw Output example online 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s recap on what we did here today. You met my friend Python, learned how to create and document tools from Python scripts, saw Python script examples, such as defining variables and parameters, handling errors, exporting datasets, adding fields, getting field values, summarizing data and using extra modules such as calendar and os and saw an output example online.



Resources 

www.massbroadband.org 
www.broadbandmap.gov  
www.geospatialtraining.com 
http://docs.python.org/library 

 

??? 
E-mail: grace@masstech.org 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On this slide I have the resources you might find useful, such as our website, our interactive broadband availability map, a link to a very good online Python training website (I am currently taking the Python bootCamp course) and the Python library website.And last but not least, I am ready for your questions and comments.

http://www.massbroadband.org/
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/
http://www.geospatialtraining.com/
http://docs.python.org/library
mailto:grace@masstech.org
mailto:grace@masstech.org
mailto:grace@masstech.org
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